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The inverse distribution function method for drawing randomly from normal and
truncated normal distributions is used to set up a Gibbs’ sampler for the posterior density
function of the parameters of a truncated multivariate normal distribution. The sampler is
applied to shire level rainfall for five shires in Western Australia.2
1. Introduction
The truncated multivariate normal distribution is a reasonable distribution for modelling
many natural occurring random outcomes. An example, and the one pursued in this
paper, is the distribution of rainfalls in adjacent geographical areas. The usefulness of
modelling rainfall in this way, and the way in which it contributes to wheat yield
uncertainty, is illustrated in Griffiths et al (2001). Another area where truncated normal
distributions have been used is in the modelling of firm efficiencies through stochastic
production frontiers. For a general review see Greene (1997), and for one with a Bayesian
flavour see Koop and Steel (2001). Posterior inferences about the location vector and
scale matrix for a truncated multivariate normal distribution are complicated by the
presence of a multivariate normal integral that depends on these unknown parameters.
We show how to solve this problem by using latent variables that are corresponding non-
truncated multivariate normal random variables; a relatively simple Gibbs’ sampler
involving only draws from conditional non-truncated normal distributions is set up.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Some notation and preliminaries are established in
Section 2. Section 3 contains a description of the Gibbs’ sampler for a truncated
univariate normal distribution. This algorithm is generalised to a multivariate distribution
in Section 4. An application to shire-level rainfall is given in Section 5.
2. Notation and Preliminaries
Let y be an  (1) N·  normal random vector with mean vector  m and covariance matrix  S .





--- ￿￿ ¢ mS=pS--mS-m ￿￿
￿￿
           (1)
Suppose x is a truncated version of y; it has the same location and scale parameters  m and
S , but is truncated to the region  { } (),1,2,... iii RaxbiN =<<= . We include cases where
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       (2)
where  () R Ix  is an indicator function equal to one when x is in the region  R and zero













Pfydy mS=mS ￿￿￿        (3)
Let  12 (,,...,) T xxx = x  denote a random sample from the truncated multivariate normal pdf
(|,) fxmS. The pdf for this random sample x (likelihood function for m and S ) is
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¢ =-m-m ￿ .
As a prior pdf for  (,) mS, we will use the conventional noninformative diffuse prior (see,




-+ mS￿S        (5)
Combining this prior with the likelihood function yields the posterior pdf for (,) mS
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The presence of the term  (,) P mS in this function makes posterior analysis difficult.
There is no direct way to integrate out S  to obtain the marginal posterior pdf for  m, or to4
integrate out  m to obtain the marginal posterior pdf for  S . Also, single elements in  m
and or  S  are likely to be of interest; there is no direct analytical way of obtaining the
marginal posterior pdfs of such single elements. As an alternative, we can sample from
these posterior pdfs and use the samples to estimate the marginal posterior pdfs and their
moments. The objective of this paper is to describe and illustrate a method for doing so.
2.  The Univariate Case
It is convenient to begin by considering the case where x is a truncated univariate normal
random variable, truncated from below at a and above at b (a could be  -¥ or b could be
+¥). Let y be the corresponding non-truncated version of x, with 
2
(,) yN ms : . In this




-m-m ￿￿￿￿ ms=<<=F-F ￿￿￿￿ ss ŁłŁł
       (7)
where  (.) F  is the standard normal cumulative distribution function (cdf). The posterior
pdf for 
2

















Ø-m-mø ￿￿￿￿￿￿ ms￿F-Fs--m ￿￿ ￿￿￿￿ Œœ sss ŁłŁł￿￿ ºß
￿ x           (8)
It is not possible to analytically integrate out m or 
2 s  from this pdf to obtain the marginal
posterior  pdfs 
2 (|) f s x  and  (|) f m x . Also, because the conditional posterior  pdfs
2 (|,) f sm x  and 
2 (|,) f ms x  are not recognisable, it is not possible to set up a Gibbs’
sampling algorithm that draws from these conditional pdfs.
Our solution to this problem is to introduce a vector of latent variables  12 (,,...,) T yyy ¢ = y
that can be viewed as drawings from the non-truncated normal distribution 
2
(,) N ms  and
that have a direct (deterministic) correspondence with the truncated observations x. To
appreciate this correspondence, consider the inverse cdf method for drawing observations5
t y  from 
2
(,) N ms  and observations  t x  from 
2
(,) (,)() abt NIx ms· . Given a uniform
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     (10)
The result in equation (9) is well known; the result in equation (10) can be found, for
example in Albert and Chib (1996). Equations (9) and (10) can be used for generating a
value for the latent variable  t y . Given a value  t x  from the truncated distribution, and
given 
2
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     (12)
We are now in a position to use the values  t y  in a Gibbs’ sampling algorithm. From
Bayes’ theorem, we can write the joint posterior pdf for 











     (13)6
Given the deterministic relationship between  x and  y defined in equation (12),
2 (|,,)1 f ms= xy  when (12) holds, and is zero otherwise. The remaining terms on the
right side of (13) involve y not x, and so it is possible to express 
2 (,,|) f ms yx in terms
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where  y  is the sample mean of the  t y  and the relationship between y and x is given by
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s ￿￿ ￿ yx      (16)
2 (|,,)1 f ms= xy when (12) holds      (17)
These pdfs suggest the following steps for generating 
2
(,) ms  from their posterior pdf.
1. Choose starting values for 
2
(,) ms .
2. Compute  ,1,2,, t ytT = K  from equation (12).
3. Draw 
2  from the (,/) NyT ms  distribution in equation (15).
4. Draw 
2 s  from the inverted gamma pdf in equation (16).
5. Continue repeating steps 2 to 4, with the conditioning variables being the most
recent draws of 
2
 and  ms , and the most recently calculated values for y.7
The above procedure is suitable for posterior inferences on the parameters of a univariate
truncated normal distribution. To make posterior inferences about the parameters of a
multivariate truncated normal distribution we do not employ the above Gibbs’ sampler
directly, but we build on the results from the univariate case to derive an algorithm for
the multivariate case.
4. The Multivariate Case
We return to the posterior pdf for m and S  in the multivariate case, namely






- -++- ￿￿ mS￿mSS-S ￿￿
￿￿
x      (18)
where  (,) t yN mS :  and  (,)() tRt xNIx mS· :  are now N-dimensional vectors. To use the
inverse cdf method to establish a deterministic relationship between  12 (,,...,) tttNt yyyy ¢ =
and  12 (,,...,) tttNt xxxx ¢ =  we consider a sequence of conditional distributions for the












￿￿ ￿￿￿￿ -t -t
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                 (19)
where  111 w=s is the square root of the first diagonal element in S  and  11 t=m.
To compute a value for  2t y  we consider the distribution of  2t y  conditional on  1t y . This
distribution has mean and standard deviation given by
1
2121211112 (|)() tttt Eyyy
- =m+ss-m=t      (20)
( )
1/2 1
21221211212 sd(|) tt yy
- =s-sss=w      (21)8
where  ij s  is the (,) ij-th element of  S  and  i m  is the i-th element of m. The value for  2t y
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We can continue in this way considering the distribution of  312 (|,) ttt yyy, then
4123 (|,,) tttt yyyy and so on. Expressions for the conditional means and standard
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The generalization to  4,5,..., i = etc is straightforward.
Proceeding in this way for all sample observations, establishes a relationship between










     (25)
The pdf  (|,,) f mS xy  is equal to one with the exact relationship between x and y being
defined by equations (19) and (22) and their extensions to the later elements in  t x  and  t y .
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¢ =-m-m ￿ .
For a Gibbs’ sampling algorithm we need the conditional posterior pdfs from (26). The
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To establish the conditional posterior pdf for m, note that







¢¢ =--+m-m- ￿      (28)
where  y  is the sample mean of the  t y . Also,
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Using equations (28) and (29) in equation (26), we can establish that the conditional
posterior pdf for m is the multivariate normal distribution
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We are now in a position to summarize the Gibbs’ sampling procedure for drawing
observations (,) mS from their posterior pdf.
1. Choose starting values for (,) mS.10
2. Compute  ,1,2,, and 1,2,, it yiNtT == KK  using the expressions in (19) and
(22) and their generalizations, and using the values for  it t  and  i w  defined
below equation (19) and in equations (20), (21), (23), (24) and their extensions.
3. Draw  m from the  (,/) NyT S  distribution in (30).
4. Draw  S  from the inverted Wishart distribution in equation (27).
5. Continue repeating steps 2 to 4, with the conditioning variables being the most
recent draws of   and  mS , and the most recently calculated values of y.
5. The Application
The variable chosen for an example is rainfall over the four months from January to April
in five shires in the northern part of the Western Australian wheat belt: Northampton,
Chapman Valley, Mullewa, Greenough and Irwin. Rainfall data were obtained from the
Western Australian office of the Bureau of Meteorology as part of another study
concerned with predictive densities for shire-level wheat yield (Griffiths et al 2001).
However, that study used rainfall data over the months May to October, not the first four
months of the year that we are considering here. The vector  t x  is of dimension  (51) ·
containing the four-month rainfalls for each of the five shires in year t. There are 49
observations ranging from 1950 to 1998. The rainfall for a given shire was taken as the
measured rainfall at a site considered representative of that shire. These sites were
Northampton P.O. (for Northampton shire), Chapman Research Station at Nabawa (for
Chapman Valley shire), Mullewa (for Mullewa shire), Geraldton airport (for Greenough
shire), and Dongara (for Irwin shire). Each rainfall distribution is assumed to be truncated
from below at zero and not truncated from above. Thus, we have  0 i a =  and  i b =¥ for
1,2,...,5 i = . The Gibbs’ sampler was used to generate a total of 12,000 observations with
the first 2,000 discarded as a burn in. Plots of the generated observations showed no
evidence of nonstationarity.
Histograms and summary statistics for the rainfall data are graphed in Figure 1. The unit
of measurement is millimetres. The rainfall distributions tend to be concentrated between11
zero and 50 millimetres and then tail off to the right. In shires 2 and 3 there is some
evidence of a second mode, around 90 and 140 millimetres, respectively. The bimodality
could be attributed to the fineness of the histogram, however. It seems unlikely that
bimodality would persist if a larger sample was taken, and so we proceed with the
truncated normal distribution assumption. The marginal posterior pdfs for the parameters
i m  for each shire, and summary statistics for these pdfs, appear in Figure 2, adjacent to
the rainfall graphs for each shire. In all shires except the first, the posterior pdf for each
i m  is approximately symmetric and, as one would expect for a truncated distribution,
centred around a value to the left of the sample mean. The posterior pdf for  1 m  is skewed
to the left and has a mean of  44.76 - . Ignoring the effect of correlations with other shires,
this outcome suggests a mode at zero and that rainfall is modeled via the right tail of a
normal distribution.
As an example of the posterior pdfs for some of the elements in  S , those for  33 s  and
44 s , and related summary statistics, appear in Figure 3. These pdfs are skewed to the
right and centred  around values higher then the sample standard deviations of the
truncated distributions. Finally, to give an idea of the correlation between rainfalls of
adjacent shires the posterior  pdfs for  12121122 r=sss  and  34343344 r=sss  are
presented in Figure 4. These pdfs are skewed to the left and with means of 0.89 and 0.72,
they suggest high correlations between the rainfalls.
6.  Concluding Remarks
We have demonstrated how a relatively simple Gibbs’ sampler can be set up to find
posterior pdfs for the parameters of a truncated multivariate normal distribution. In the
rainfall example this information could be utilized further to obtain predictive pdfs for
rainfall. These predictive pdfs can then be used to incorporate rainfall uncertainty into
predictive pdfs for wheat yield or into other models with outcomes that depend on
rainfall. The algorithm is potentially useful in other areas where truncated distributions
are utilized, such as in the area of stochastic frontier production functions.12
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Mean        60.61633
Median    47.50000
Maximum   182.0000
Minimum   3.000000
Std. Dev.    46.57437
Skewness    0.765082
Kurtosis    2.622250
Jarque-Bera  5.071698
Probability  0.079194












Mean       -44.76365
Median   -39.49444
Maximum   47.76057
Minimum  -340.4439
Std. Dev.    39.69191
Skewness   -1.170389













Mean        58.10816
Median    51.20000
Maximum   143.4000
Minimum   0.500000
Std. Dev.    39.07146
Skewness    0.486994
Kurtosis    2.116148
Jarque-Bera  3.531771
Probability  0.171035














Mean        53.91673
Median    54.02687
Maximum   85.50796
Minimum   5.365762
Std. Dev.    7.043428
Skewness   -0.111005
Kurtosis    3.392286
Jarque-Bera  84.65701
Probability  0.000000
Figure 1(a)  Histograms and summary statistics for  Figure 2(a)  Posterior pdfs and summary statistics for  1 m ,  2 m













Mean        75.46735
Median    58.00000
Maximum   206.4000
Minimum   0.900000
Std. Dev.    55.55166
Skewness    0.710322
Kurtosis    2.515352
Jarque-Bera  4.600108
Probability  0.100253













Mean        47.23147
Median    47.89208
Maximum   96.34455
Minimum  -31.99936
Std. Dev.    15.01143
Skewness   -0.338133
















Mean        59.63265
Median    45.80000
Maximum   232.5000
Minimum   1.800000
Std. Dev.    46.93279
Skewness    1.341583
Kurtosis    5.239644
Jarque-Bera  24.93974
Probability  0.000004












Mean        53.37252
Median    53.36798
Maximum   99.89939
Minimum   4.096091
Std. Dev.    8.479161
Skewness   -0.035799
Kurtosis    3.288735
Jarque-Bera  36.87246
Probability  0.000000
Figure 1(b)  Histograms and summary statistics for        Figure 2(b)  Posterior pdfs and summary statistics for  3 m ,  4 m











Mean        54.78776
Median    39.30000
Maximum   254.3000
Minimum   1.000000
Std. Dev.    51.20795
Skewness    1.712561
Kurtosis    6.285419
Jarque-Bera  45.98944
Probability  0.000000












Mean        43.28528
Median    43.32325
Maximum   102.3033
Minimum  -10.96465
Std. Dev.    9.940636
Skewness   -0.052032
Kurtosis    3.299983
Jarque-Bera  42.00799
Probability  0.000000
Figure 1(c)  Histograms and summary statistics for        Figure 2(c)  Posterior pdfs and summary statistics for  5 m











Mean        88.33385
Median    87.01000
Maximum   155.0700
Minimum   51.87000
Std. Dev.    12.03314
Skewness    0.642235
Kurtosis    3.704769
Jarque-Bera  894.4014
Probability  0.000000










Mean        58.48662
Median    57.82000
Maximum   94.36000
Minimum   37.07000
Std. Dev.    6.817055
Skewness    0.580163
Kurtosis    3.609673
Jarque-Bera  715.8575
Probability  0.000000













Mean        0.894497
Median    0.900355
Maximum   0.976030
Minimum   0.611760
Std. Dev.    0.035266
Skewness   -1.178628
Kurtosis    5.498338
Jarque-Bera  4915.981
Probability  0.000000













Mean        0.716847
Median    0.725725
Maximum   0.902480
Minimum   0.213540
Std. Dev.    0.077046
Skewness   -0.663917
Kurtosis    3.694798
Jarque-Bera  935.7873
Probability  0.000000
Figure 4  Posterior pdfs for  12 r  and  34 r